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Introduction



Why consider Soren Kierkegaard? Primarily because 

he was one of the seminal minds, the sources, of contemporary
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he faced are novz, one-hundred years after his death, being 

pursued earnestly by philosophers and theologians of 

numerous and varied schools. It would seem, then, In the 

words of James Collins, that, "For a grasp of the contemporary 

mind in many of its fundamental needs, aspirations, and 

antipathies, the reading of Kierkegaard Is indespensable.”

Why emphasize existence in the thought of Soren 

Kierkegaard? Mainly because, according to Kierkegaard, 

existence, as the most certain and immediate truth, is the 

primary task of the individual man. As both a thinker and 

an author, Kierkegaard sought to clarify the meaning of 

existence, to solve the riddle of life. And in this regard, 

the contribution he made to philosophy was original, and 

penetrating in content and insight.

This thesis Is an attempt to present and share a 

student’s appreciation of Kierkegaard’s thought with regard 

to existence. As a summary and synthesis of his effort, it 

is inadequate, for it merely presents an introduction to 

the richness of the complex man that was Kierkegaard. It 

will, I hope, however, serve as a guide for the clarification 

of a number of specific points which must be preliminary to 

an attempt at understanding Kierkegaard. Finally, I hope



that this would be a source of stimulation to those who 

might wish to pursue Kierkegaard where he is most properly 

found, in his own writings, many of which are now available 

in English translation.

By way of presentation this thesis is divided into 

three parts. The first part presents some basic understanding 

of his life, his place in history, his attitude and direction 

of mind, and, most important, his method. The second part 

is a summary presentation of Kierkegaard’s understanding 

of "existence” as the primary task of man. In this second 

section, the presentation of existence is thematically 

organized on the basis of the four essential characteristics 

of freedom, tension or anxiety, becoming, and temporality 

and historicity. The third and final section concerns the 

means, according to Kierkegaard, whereby authentic human

existence is achieved.



Chapter I

Introductory Considerations



k Sketch of the Life of Soren Kierkegaard



His life was a perpetual Lutheran Sunday,
Cheerless, loveless, impotent, and null,
Tortured alike by doubt and doubting Faith,
Lacerated by the sense of sin,
The guilt brought down upon his innocent head 
By the Father who, driven by a rebellious will,
From a hill in Jutland cursed God and all his works.

Now he sits in the cold autumnal garden
Melancholy with the weight of the curse
Upon him, the sin of the Father visited
On him, the cheerful sparrows at his feet
Unseeing, the ducks of the world of Hans Andersen- 
A family party on the pond - unheeding,
Nor feels upon the weary leaden shoulders 
The soft caress of birch fronds as they wave 
To and fro, moving in the autumn wind,
Lightly touch and withdraw - a woman’s hair.

This is the latitude of Edinburgh,
The latitude of the tortured conscience,
I remember. In this kingdom he received
The stigma of genius and pain,
Imprisoned In the primal fear of the flesh.
As now in lead and stone.

I am back again
In the garden - the clock strikes the three quarter-
My footsteps lead me to seek the company
Of the solitary man whose mind researched
Into the Innermost recesses of guilt
As the tongue seeks the sore place the tooth.
Inventor of the formula of Angst,
Come and solace me now, you who knew
The strength in the treacherous reserves of doubt,
The courage and contempt to be found in fear,
The consolations of solitariness.
Your eyes that now see nothing once looked out 
On human misery and understood
Every inflection of Its voice and mood,
Hugged its satisfactions to yourself,
The concave mirror of a fractured world,
Where all is microscopically clear:
The nightmare of a too percipient mind.

Aloft he sits, slightly askew on his chair.
Uneasily to the world, alone and very famous,
The man that died of spiritual pride.

- A. L. Rowse1
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Throughout the brief forty-three year span of his life, 

Soren Kierkegaard sought a love of wisdom that would spring 

from self-knowledge and authentic existence. It was his 

firm conviction that if one would hope ever to achieve a 

love of wisdom, then he must do so existentially rather 

than professionally. A man nust philosophize within the 

context of his own life. For Kierkegaard, one’s philiosophy 

had to be totally integrated with one’s life. Each nust 

be radically complementary.

In the sense that Kierkegaard lived what he taught, he

is unerringly consistent.

The biographical data of Soren 
Kierkegaard’s life and the 
autobiographical confessions 
of his Journals are of more 
than ordinary significance 
for an understanding of his 
thought, because they demon
strate to what extent the Danish 
author realized in the successive

’"is personal existence 
his demand for an ’’existential 
philosophy.”2

The union of thought and life which he was able to 

attain tends, in fact, to enhance his attractiveness as a 

philosopher. For Kierkegaard ”,..did not create a philosophy 

and then see if it squared somehow with reality. On the
3

contrary, he began to live, and life made him a philosopher.

With this in mind, I will draw what will be but a brief 

sketch of the life of Soren Kierkegaard. It is hoped that

this presentation might engender a more thorough understanding
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of those Issues with which I will deal in later sections

of this paper. I have divided the following biographical 

sketch into two parts. The first is a brief recounting 

of the exterior events of his life. This serves the obvious 

purpose of locating him in history. Also, it will provide

some notion of the events in his life which were crucial in

the development of his thought. The second part concerns 

the development of his ’’sense of purpose.” This isiaore 

important; for it reveals Kierkegaard as he revealed 

himself to himself. Here in the interior workings of his 

heart and soul he formulated the task that was to produce 

the existential character of his thought. The sense of 

vocation, and the Intensity with which it was held, were 

the ground in which his thought germinated, grew, and flowered.

Soren Aabye Kierkegaard was the youngest of seven 

children of the second marriage of Michael Pedersen 

Kierkegaard. He was born May 5» 1813 in Copenhagen, where, 

except for brief visits to Berlin, he lived until his death 

in 1855. As his father was a prosperous merchant, young 

Soren was never forced to work to earn his living. Even 

after his father’s death, he was given enough of an allow

ance with which to live quite comfortably. He was thus able 

to devote the majority of his time to conversation, reflection, 

and authorship. In 1830 he entered the University of 

Copenhagen, and in 184-1 he was graduated with a Master’s
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degree in philosophy. Sometime in 1835 he experienced 

a violent spiritual disturbance, the exact nature of which 

has never been clearly determined. Often in his writing 

he refers to this event cryptically as ’’The Great Earth

quake.” In 18^-0 he became engaged to Regine Olson, a woman 

many years his junior. One year later he severed the 

relationship. In 18^3 he entered upon his career as an 

author. From this time until his death he published a 

number of works that are philosophical, religious, and 

polemical in nature. It is important to note that his 

work was not produced from the confines of an isolated 

existence. On the contrary, he spent much of his time in 

the streets, conversing with all that he met, both the 

common and the influential. "He was a well known figure

in Copenhagen both among the common people and in intel- 
h,

lectual and religious circles.” During the later years 

of his life, he was brutally subjected to ridicule by the

editors of the comic paper, The Corsair, a paper that he 

had attacked for scandal mongering.'’ The final nine 

months of his life he devoted to a bitter attack on the 

’’mediocrity and pretension” of the established Christianity 

of .Denmark. He died, ’’well known but hardly understood 

and appreciated, on November 18, 1855.

This brief and highly oversimplified presentation of 

the exterior events of Kierkegaard's life is deceptive;



"For it veils the interminable complexity and depth of

his inwardness. The real story of his life is the history 
7

of the inner movement of mind and spirit."'

The process of interiorlty, characterized by severe

melancholy, began shortly after young Soren had become a

student of theology at the University of Copenhagen. At

this time, he began to confront rebelliously his personal

relationship to Christianity. Nothing he encountered seemed

to satisfy his inner need.

, In his studies he was concerned
chiefly with aesthetics and 
philosophy. Apart from his 
studies he appeared to be some- 
thing of a dillettante, yet 
beneath the surface of his busyness 
and lack of serious concern he 
sensed the aimlessness and 
emptiness of his own life. His 
experience and reflection carried 
him further and further toward 
disillusionment and despair.°
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years of intense instability and insecurity that Kierkegaard

was to begin his existential task of self-realization in 

pursuit of authentic existence. Ke began to formulate life’s 

Question, the meaning of existence. He discovered that 

the Question

"...is a question of understanding 
what I am destined for; of finding 
oub what God wants me to do; it is 
a question of discovering a truth 
which is truth for me, of finding
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the Idea for which I am willing 
to die.” He needed something,
"related to the deepest root of 
my existence, something by which 
X am rooted to the divine, even 
if the entire world should fall 
to pieces."9

This was the most difficult time of Kierkegaard’s life. 

In an attempt to run from his confusion, he turned to 

drink. Often he had disputes with his father about finan

cial matters, for he spent the money given to him unwisely. 

However, during this time he not only sensed his interior 

emptiness and lack of solidarity, but also real-ized it. He 

had at least formulated the necessary existential question: 

"What am I to do, what in life is to have meaning for me?"

A further analysis of the primary question revealed 

that its answer must come not from without, but from within.
'' I

The answer must not, indeed cannot, be public. It must be

personal, wholly on the part of the Individual. It must be

subjective, not objective.

The thing Is to understand myself.
...What would be the use of dis
covering so called objective truth, 
of working through all the systems 
of philosophy and of being able, 
if required, to review them all and 
show up the inconsistencies within 
each system; what good would it 
do me to be able to develop a theory 
of the state and combine all .the 
details into a single whole, and so 
construct a world in which I did 
not live, but only held up to the 
view of others; -what good would 
it do me to be able to explain
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the meaning of Christianity 
if it had no deeper signi
ficance for me and for my lif e: 
what good would it do me if 
truth stood before me, cold 
and naked, not caring whether I 
recognized her or not, and pro
ducing in me a shudder of fear 
rather than a trusting devotion?
I certainly do not deny that I 
still recognize an imperative of 
understanding and that through 
it one can work upon men, but it 
must be taken up into my life, 
and that is what I recognize as 
the most important thing.10

<he growing self-awareness and existential character 

?rkegaard’s thought became more thematic during the 

years of his university studies. In his search for 

iswer and the meaning of his primary question he became 

ested in the style.and method of Socrates as a means 

_oh the answer must be sought. Kierkegaard did
I

3lve research and reflection on the ironic quality

"he influence of this investigation was critical in the 

sion of Kierkegaard’s own method of thought and action, 

ssidered Socrates to be the existential thinker par

ence, "the discoverer of Truth as the transformation

* individual in the depth of his self.In the eyes

'.rkegaard, the greatness of Socrates was that:

...he had no system, no doctrine even.

...His secret, accessible to all but 
mysterious by virtue of its simplicity, 
consisted not in teaching but in existing 
and making men learn, not to think,
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but to be themselves, to exist 
as individuals.3'^

In the context of this ideal of the Socratic method,

Kierkegaard began to view his vocational task. However, 

he did not aspire to being merely a midwife for the bearing 

of men’s natural wisdom. In his vocational choice, 

Kierkegaard added a theological or religious dimension. He 

chose to become the "Christian Socrates,” whose dramatic and 

individual suffering would aid men in achieving the difficult 

task of authentic existence. Kierkegaard began to ask, "How 

I might clarify their (i.e. his fellow-man’s) thinking 

in specie Christianity.""^ He began to see himself as a 

man "singled out” for suffering that others night be bene

fited.^ His whole existence, fron this time on would be a 

sacrlfical offering to be made use of by all whom he would

encounter.

Now. granted, this self-view might seem rather extreme. 

For anyone even to begin to regard himself that seriously 

suggests one of two alternatives. Either Kierkegaard was a 

man keenly conscious of his own self, powerfully intent on a 

purpose, yet cognizant and open to its consequences; or he 

was a man unfortunately suffering from serious neurotic 

tendencies. Here is a difficult point. Indeed, there is 

an extremely fine distinction in many instances between a 

great and sane person and one who has lost all contact with 

the delicate heartbeat of reality. As a consequence, there
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are many who will not even consider Kierkegaard because 

it is their impression that he was neurotic. This view 

is not to be denied all validity. However, simply to ignore 

or to dismiss him on the grounds of Insanity is a gross 

misunderstanding and tends to 'ignore a few simple facts of 

Kierkegaard’s understanding of himself. The following 

excerpts from his Journals indicate that his sense of 

vocation was both stable and permanent.

- I wish to make people aware so 
that they do not squander and 
dissipate their lives, p. 638.

I have chosen to serve the 
truth...to raise the price and 
if possible to whisper to every 
individual what the demands 
could be. p. 660, p. 704.

- My whole life is an epigram 
calculated to make people 
aware, p. 735-

My very humble work is: to make 
peon?& aware. I admit that I 
dare not do anything more - yet 
I am a cry of alarm. p. 1192.

- My task is: to make room that 
God may come, not authoritatively 
but through suffering, p. 1401.J-5

The growing sense of vocation and interior!ty which is

here evidenced may be considered to be the source of unity

in Kierkegaard’s life and work. Furthermore, the vocational

task which he sets out to accomplish conditions both the

manner and form of his life and thought. With regard to

manner, the existential nature of his task requires an
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"experiential logic of a soul seeking not for an abstract, 

naked truth, but for its own truth. Insofar as this

search for truth is conditioned by experience, which is 

reflective, "...it assumes the form of a drama, played out

within Kierkegaard’s life. „17- TJ4 -UU4 4-U4 x- z3v,r.vrtl bfiiu vuxo viiat 4- V>he events

of his life constitute the plot, the reflections made upon 

the events In the Interior workings of heart and soul 

create the theme. In order that a fuller appreciation of 

both might be attained, it is necessary to analyze a major 

element in the constitution of the drama that is the life 

of Kierkegaard. The next section, then, will concern the 

development of his intellectual attitude insofar as It 

consisted in a reaction to the Influence of Hegelian and 

post-Hegelian philosophy upon Continental thought and

life.
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Notes to Part A of Chapter I

^A. L. Rowse. ''Soren Kierkegaard." Harpers. 217:75, 
August, 1958.

2Kurt F. Reinhardt, The Exlstenlalist Revolt (Milwaukee: 
Bruce Publishing Company, 1952), P. 23.

3l. K. Dupre, "Kierkegaard: Melancholy Dane,"
America, 94:689, March 24, 195^.

^Perry D. LeFevre, The Prayers of Kierkegaard (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, l"9o"3), P. 125.

5ibid.

6Ibid.

?Ibld.. p. 126.

8Ibid., p. 131.

^Reinhardt, op. clt., p. 26.

l^Quoted by LeFevre, op. clt., p. 129.

^Reinhardt, op. cit. , p. 24.

12Regis Jovillet, Introduction to Kierkegaard, translated
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p. 104.

^Quoted by Reinhardt, op. clt. , p. 24.

•^Why Kierkegaard considered himself this way, I do not 
know specifically. However, I conjecture that it was due to 
his extreme sense of guilt and melancholy temperament. In 
later life it became his conviction that authentic existence 
could only be achieved by suffering. This, perhaps, is a 
further extension of this earlier conviction.

•^Quoted by LeFevre, op. clt. , p. 135. 

l^Jovillet, op. cit., p. 111.

17Ibid.



The Reaction to Hegel



Through a hurri cane * s eye 
He sighted a world 
Of patterned controls 
Cramping men’s souls.
Then calm as his passion 
For measuring clearly 
(To many not nearly)

A cycle’s odd ration 
of favor and fear 
He wrote the polemics 
Which crushed his career.

- Elias Lieberman^
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Since the time of the Cartesian coglto there have been 

occasional voices of protest raised against the type of 

idealist or abstract thought to which the whole of modern 

philosophy was prone. Among those who have chosen to 

rebel, one stands out as being ’’more definitive than all 

the rest.” This, of course, is the Danish Socrates, Soren 

Kierkegaard, whose life and thought in its entirety may be 

considered to be a constant effort of rebellion against the

times in which he lived.

With any rebellion, considered as both an attitude of 

mind and an action, two questions may be posed: "What is the 

rebellion directed against?” and "For what cause does the 

rebellion occur?” The first question will be dealt with in 

this section concerning the reaction to Hegel, The second 

question will be the concern of the next introductory 

consideration, the primacy of existence.

In the time in which Kierkegaard lived, the Hegelian 

synthesis, the pinnacle of idealism, had just been completed. 

The major characteristic of the philosophical enterprise 

was the vigorous system. In order to be valid, thought had 

to be constructed rigidly. The key notion was "system."

Kierkegaard, with his sense of Socratic irony, had 

no trust and no faith in the system. "The systematic 

tendency," he writes, "promises everything and keeps nothing."-7 

The systematic in its quest for logical perfection is quite
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prone to replacing ’’fact and. hypothesis in every case by 
If.absolute authority and. rigorous proof'.”' The result of such 

a weakness is that the very meaning of the problem which 

occasioned the system has been forgotten: "the frame has 

devoured the picture, dialectic has emptied the mystery of all 

content.Abstract speculation is closed on all sides 

while the life we all live is par excellence the open. The 

systematic process involves a process of linking together 

while, on the other hand, the existence found in the very 

fact of my being separate and individual "is what acts as 

an interval, what keeps things apart.

The major thrust of the Kierkegaardlan rebellion ’was

directed against the idealist synthesis of Hegel. In the

most ambitious effort of modern philosophy to establish the

unity of thought and Being, Hegel

...tried to show that thought 
is able to think its object 
because all nature and all 
history are in themselves the 
means by which thought becomes 
an object to Itself - just as 
I know myself by what I have 
become.7

The simplist expression of this notion is Hegel’s famous 

statement, "The rational is real and the real is rational." 

Thus, for Hegel, the structure of thought and being are 

homogeneous throughout. Logical esse is identified with 

real esse; the actual and the possible are directly equated; 

the abstraction of pure thought is the substance of the real;
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the systematic and the actual existent merge in the synthesis 

of the dialectical process of thought.

The doctrine of the homogeniety of thought and Being
8convinced Kierkegaard that "pure thought is pure fantasy."

The reaction, however, was not simplistic. Kierkegaard 

grounds his protest on a basic metaphysical distinction 

between logical esse and real esse. For Kierkegaard, thought 

and being are in no way homogenous; for thought and logical 

esse are of the intentional order, while real esse lies in 

the realm of the actual. Logical esse is a*what," an essence. 

Real esse is an is? an act. The Hegelian attempt, in 

abstracting from existence which is actual deals only with 

its abstraction and not with existence. "The actualities 

of becoming which make the real process and cannot be 

thought are lost sight of and escape, leaving the thinker 

with his illusion.

, The error of the Hegelian system is that it has lost 

sight of existence in the actual order by relegating it to 

an essence in intentional order. Kierkegaard contends 

correctly that Hegel’s claim to have assimilated the totality 

of being into a conceptual and systematic framework has 

destroyed the basis for the distinction that must be made 

between the logical and the real, the actual and the possible. 

With regard to this issue, Kierkegaard points out that:
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What confuses the whole doctrine 
about "being" in logic is that 
people do not notice that they 
are always operating with the 
"concept" existence. Eut the 
concept existence is an ideality 
and the difficulty is, of course, 
whether existence can be reduced 
to a concept. 1°'

The "difficulty" of whether existence can be reduced

to a concept is really not a difficulty for Kierkegaard.

In fact, he is firm in his metaphysical conviction that

"Reality cannot be conceived."11 In the philosophy of

Kierkegaard, the actual is not the possible, the rational

is not the real, the real is not the rational. For,

To conceive the reality Is to 
, reduce it to possibility - but

in that case it Is impossible to 
conceive it, because to conceive 
it is to reduce it to a possibility, 
and consequently not to hold It 
fast as reality. Compared with 
reality to conceive is a step 
backward and not progress. Not

-u •• — —■ a-*— V
conceivable; not at all, no, the 
concept which results from 
reducing it to possibility by 
conceiving it is also in reality, 
but there is something more - 
that it is reality. To go from 
possibility to reality is a progress 
(except in relation to evil), to go 
from reality to possibility is a 
step backwards.

But the unhappy confusion is 
due to the fact that in the modern 
world "reality" has been included 
in logic and thus in distraction 
it is forgotten that "reality" in 
logic is only a "reality" which has 
been thought, i.e., possibility.12
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On the basis of the preceeding quotation, an important 

distinction may be made. It must be realized that Kierkegaard's 

opposition is directed against "pure" thought, a systematic 

identification of thought and being, rather than against 

the "abstract" thought of the- sciences. "His position

is nonidealist rather than irrationalist.He seeks to

rebuke the reason only insofar as it attempts a total

identification of the actual and possible orders. In the 

realm of "pure" thought, the totality of reality Is never 

more than a mere possibility. Yet, the fact remains that 

we do not live in a world of the possible. On the contrary, 

it Is an actual world, as Is verified by the immediate data 

of experience. The problem with Hegel was that he sublated 

the world of the actual to the sphere of the Intellectual.

In reaction, Kierkegaard contends that the intellectual, 

which is possible, and the real, which is the actual^ought 

to be held separate In their appropriate realms. Their 

unity ought to be given "where it is properly found, in the 

life of the existing individual."-5-^

Thus far, a metaphysical fact of life has been learned: 

reality's act of existence cannot be conceptualized as it 

actually is. Existence can neither be the object nor the 

content of a concept. These are the grounds, the principles, 

upon which Kierkegaard bases his reaction to the Hegelian 

synthesis. However, these are metaphysical grounds, and
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Kierkegaard was not a metaphysician in the strict sense 

of the term. His aim in combating Hegelianism was in no 

way similar to, say. Descartes’ attempt to rescue philosophy 

by re-establishing its grounds on the basis of philosophical 

presuppositions and principles. The Kierkegaardlan 

crusade was not intended to save philosophy or its prin

ciples. On the contrary, it was intended for the salvation 

of persons who had, either by their own choice or the 

dominating will of another, come to exist in the idealist 

context of Hegelian thought. In this sense, Kierkegaard’s 

reaction to Hegel has an ethical dimension. In the Postscript, 

Kierkegaard observes that, "Abstract speculation in the 

Cartesian and Hegelian manner has led to an unspeakable 
impoverishment of life."^^ And the reason for this is 

that abstract thought in its lack of concern for the real 

existent has subordinated "ethical will to disinterested

Intelligence In a false and fatal hierarchy, substituting
1 &Illusory visions for vital decisions." Upon the meta

physical conviction of the dissimilarity of thought and 

Being, Kierkegaard formed the ethical conviction that phil

osophy had failed because men no longer had the desire, the 

restlessness, to know the meaning of their existence. In 

criticizing the radical separation of thought and existence, 

Kierkegaard says,

Abstract philosophic idealism 
is a fashionable game that can
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be easily and comfortably 
played in the professorial 
chair and in the lecture 
hall, but no nearly so 
easily in real life, because 
reality and existence posit 
formidable obstacles.!'

In other words, ’’’Pure ideality’ makes the capital error

of not envisaging’’the real individual man. In the

philosophy of Hegel, once a thing is known man's task is

complete. Everything, then, is relegated to the realm

of the conceptual mental attic. Kierkegaard describes

the Hegelian, the intellectual don, as,

One who claims to rise above 
the world of change and chance, 
to regard and judge everything 
from the point of view of the 
eternal, with detachment, to 
put everything in its place in 
the system, coordinated and 
understood. "One does not live 
anymore, one does not act, one 
does not believe; but one knows 
what love and faith are, and it 
only remains to determine their 
place in System."19

In his concern for the whole man, Kierkegaard faces 

squarely the problem of the existent human’s individuality 

and that of the means by which individuality is exercised. 

His contention is that if a man abstracts from life without

maintaining the delicate balance of first having a life of 

one’s own, then he has no means of distinguishing between 

the actual and the possible, the authentic and the inauthen

tic. To abstract from the actual without having first
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possessed, it "is to abdicate the responsibility of living

and resort to helpless imitation; it is to be a member of 
20an association: ...it is to become a phantom."

In the philosophy of Hegel, human personality and its

faculties are described as "a’passing, historically con

ditioned and limited phase in the dialectic evolution of 

the World Spirit." In such a context, the very dignity 

and intelligibility of the human person is made to be 

dependent upon its relationship to the all encompassing whole, 

Universal Reason. In direct refutation to this submersion 

of the individual, Kierkegaard asserts his blunt refusal to 

be reduced to "a paragraph in a system." It is this refusal 

and its consequent deduction which constitute the positive 

effort of Kierkegaard to assert the primacy of the ethical 

concern. The ethical concern, then, is the individual's 

passionate interest in his own existence. In the Hegelian 

synthesis, the passionate question of existential truth 

and dignity is never posed, "since Hegelian philosophy has 

tricked individual’s Into becoming 'objective.'"22 Under 

the guise of objectivity persons have learned to sacrifice 

their individuality, and all that is concomitant to it. In 

order to combat this, Kierkegaard says, people must become 

cognizant of the primacy of the ethical task: all must 

develop practical and ethical awareness In their own lives

concerning their own existence. This is not, by any means
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an impossible task; "...no one, no one at all, no one

whatsoever is prevented from being an individual unless 
? 3he prevents himself - by becoming one of the masses.{,J-

In the thought of Kierkegaard, then, the affirmation

of the primacy of the ethical-and the passionate intensity 

with which he abhored the notions of Hegel are .merged to 

form a solid doctrine. This doctrine is metaphysically 

based upon the distinction between the realms of the real 

and the intentional, the existent and the conceptual.

Having now examined the essential points of the Kierkegaardlan 

reaction to Hegel, it now remains to analyze the central 

factor of this attack, the primacy of existence. This, 

then, will be the concern of the final section of the 

"Introductory Considerations.”
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The Primacy of Existence



"I rejoice in existence.”

- Soren Kierkegaard

.as-
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In the first section of these introductory consider

ations the emphasis was directed to Kierkegaard's vocational 

task, i.e., what he was trying to do in both his thought 

and his life. In the second section an Investigation into 

what he actually did was initiated, Here, however, the 

concern was merely what he reacted against.. As was said 

in the second section, the investigation of Kierkegaard's 

protest would be incomplete if the cause for which It was 

initiated were left untreated. The purpose of this final 

section, then, is to un-veil the cause of the Kierkegaardian 

reaction to the objectivity of his age, to attempt to 

discover and introduce the central issue or focal point 

upon which the entire thought and life of Soren Kierkegaard 

is grounded.

In the most basic terms, Kierkegaard’s attempt is 

founded upon the conviction that the task of existence is 

primary. As has been shown, this primacy is grounded In 

both the metaphysical and ethical spheres. However, the 

grounding, up to this point, has only been seen In its 

usefulness in counteracting the Hegelian synthesis. What 

remains to be investigated here is the fact that Kierkegaard’s 

interest In existence goes beyond a mere chastizement of 

Hegel to the development of a new mode of philosophical 

awareness, characterized by distinguishable marks of 

existential import and concern.
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Following the reactionary phase of his thought,

Kierkegaard began to realize that it was necessary to

produce some positive or constructive positions to fill

the void which resulted from his forceful protest to

Hegelian idealism. The feeling of this need is formulated

decisevely in the final paragraphs of the Postscript.

Kierkegaard expresses himself directly to the reader:

My dear reader.’ If I have to 
say it myself, I am anything 
but a devilish good fellow at 
philosophy, one who is called 
to direct it into new paths.
...I remain what I concede is 
infinitely little. ...But...
I am prepared for being an 
apprentice, a learner, which 
in itself is no small task. I 
do not give myself out to be 
more than this: fit to be 
able to begin in a higher 
sense to learn. If only among 
us there were to be found 
teachers’ ...The teacher of 
whom I speak...is the teacher 
of the ambiguous art of think
ing about existence and existing.

Kierkegaard was, then, aware that there was at his time 

no philosophy of the individual as individual. There was 

no philosophy of existence. The task, therefore, was to 

initiate one, to begin to ’’direct (philosophy) into new 

paths. ”

It must be noted that the task which Kierkegaard set 

out to accomplish was not without context. In other words, 

he was not to begin his effort "in a vacuum." As has
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been stressed previously, his philosophical enterprise was 

conditioned by his life. In and by the very act of living 

he had become a philosopher. In his reaction to Hegel, he 

had gained the insight that was to direct and condition the 

whole of his constructive effort. Kierkegaard realized 

the primacy of the existential concern at the same instant 

that he understood the failure of the Hegelian synthesis.

For Kierkegaard, a dangerous and poverty stricken philosophy 

is characterized by the fact that it "has lost the power of
3

translating itself into significant forms of human existence."

In recognizing and affirming the meaning of this principle 

Kierkegaard became aware of what was to be necessary and 

central to his own philosophical enterprise. A good phil

osophy, thus, for Kierkegaard, is one that is validly exis

tential in character. From this basic principle may be 

derived the following secondary characteristics: It must 

be descriptive rather than speculative in method; it must 

be practical as opposed to abstract and essential with regard 

to cognition; finally, it must be personal rather than political 

in its ethic. In each of these convictions, Kierkegaard

made important and often original thematic suggestions.
/

However, in this brief sketch, focus will be centered only 

upon the interest in existence as the primary concern of 

any philosophical enterprise.

Kierkegaard had made the claim that modern philosophy
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in its abstract objectivism had become essentialistic 

and, thereby, sterile. In reaction he affirmed the con

viction that philosophy ought to be existential. The two 

terms, essence and existence, ground the meaning of the two 

previous statements. Therefore, in order to gain some primary 

insight into the meaning of ’’existential" as opposed to 

"essential" philosophy, it will be helpful to consider here 

briefly the basic distinction between essence and existence.

Basically, "In classical philosophy, essence refers

to that factor in finite entities which determines them and

marks them off from others; existence to that act which 

separates them from nothing and makes them actual.Since 

the essence of a thing is that which is most intelligible, 

there is a tendency to consider only the immutable aspect 

of reality, which is its whatness, and to ignore its dynamic 

character, which is its act of existence. Essentialist

philosophy, in its concern for the universality and necessity

of immutability gives itself over to system building and

abstract speculation. On the other hand, from the dynamic

point of view of existence, it is seen that:

The entities of this world are 
not abstract, but concrete.
They are not universal, but 
individual; not timeless, but 
temporal; not fixed, but ten
dential; not necessary, but 
contingent.5

And the reason for this is that essence must manifest itself
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by means of the act of existence. Furthermore, this act 

of existence, since it is not a fixed, what, cannot be 

understood as the object of a universal concept. However,

"It can be described as it manifests itself In certain ways 

in the life of the individual.-In recognizing the limited 

and over-simplified version of the essentialist, Kierkegaard 

also recognizes the primary nature of existence, and he 

devotes himself ceaselessly to the task of describing It as 

it is found and manifest in the life of the individual, the 

concrete, the temporal, the tendential, and the contingent.

His method is dynamic and experiential since that which he 

seeks to describe is also dynamic and found only in 

experience. r -

It must be noted that Kierkegaard does not wish to 

formulate a systematic ontology of being. His bias against 

the systematic tendency as expressed in Hegel prevents 

this. However, in recognizing the primacy and superiority 

of the existential concern, he opens new areas of investigation 

into personal consciousness that had for too long remained 

closed to the heady considerations of modern philosophers.

And this fact cf Kierkegaard’s attitude, a recognition of 

the primacy of existence, is most important to the next 

chapter, a consideration of the meaning of this dynamic act 

of existence in the philosophy of Kierkegaard.
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Chapter II

The Meaning of Existence



Before addressing directly an inquiry into the 

meaning of existence for Soren Kierkegaard, I believe 

it- would be helpful to consider briefly a number of 

preliminary points.

In the first place, any philosophical enterprise 

begins with certain presuppositions that often remain 

unexpressed. Such is the case with Kierkegaard. However, 

the problem is not difficult, since his notions of 

existence are founded upon some observations that are 

actually quite simple and common sense in content.

The first presupposition is that, "All propositions 

presuppose the existence of their terms as a ground, 

i.e., one cannot ask, ’Does X exist?' but only, "Has this 

existing X the character A or the character B?’"1 In 

other words, in the existential outlook, the question 

of the existence or non-existence of the object of 

cognition is an absurd one. Only predication or judgment 

remains open to question. A further development of this 

position is contained in the second presupposition, 

which states:

The subjective presupposition 
"I exist" is unique. It is 
certainly not a proposition 
to be proven txue or false 
by experiment, yet unlike 
all other propositions it 
is indubitable and no rival 
belief is possible. It also 
appears compulsive to believe 
that other selves like mine 
exist.2
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The third presupposition, unlike the first two,

provides by way of observation some insight into the

meaning of the indubitable "I exist.” To be precise,

"The awareness of existing is absolutely private and 
3incommunicable.” For- this reason, my existence can be 

properly termed an object of my reflection alone. Exist

ence in this context is thereby wholly subjective, and is

not accessible to objective methodology or scientific 

analysis.

The fourth, and final, presupposition results from 

a process of stripping bare the notion of existence.. The

question, "If I take away from my sense of existence all 

that can become an object of my consciousness, what is

left?” is posited. The answer may be divided into four

parts:

(1) An awareness that my 

derived.

(2) An awareness that I am 
free to make choices.
I cannot observe the 
act of choice object
ively. If I try, I 
shall not choose.

(3) An awareness of being
with time, i.e., exper
iencing time as an 
eternal present, to 
which past and future 
may refer, instead of 
my knowledge of my 
feeling's and of the
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outer world as moving 
or changing in time.

(4) An awareness of a state
of anxiety, pride, despair 
or faith. These are not 
emotions, for I cannot know 
them objectively. For these
e* 4-'p •hcsc’ r\ -f* ' o n vi q xr o y» r\ r» rl cs

etc., are anxiety about 
existing, pride in existing, 
etc., and. I cannot stand 
outside them to observe them.

The next preliminary point concerns the difficulty

in discovering a method that is sufficient to analyze and

thematize the complex act of existence. Basically, this

difficulty is due to the fact that the act of existence

manifests itself in a variety of ways according to the

limitations of essences, which are limitless. Some basic

classification, however, can be made. Indeed, it is obvious,

even to the casual observer, that all things do not exist in

the same way. Some things exist only in an incomplete or

potential way, i.e., given a special set of circumstances

or conditions, this or that thing will exist. On the other

hand, some other things exist in themselves, i.e., substantially

In the same way, some things ax-e said to be active in their

mode of existence, while others are passive. Now, these

distinctions are quite basic, quite common sense, and yet,

quite inadequate. They merely tell of the generic nature

of the mode of existence, and do not actually provide insight

into the act of existence, save that it is diverse and
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multiple in its manif estations. The conclusion, then, 

is problematic: "existence...cannot be the object of a 

definition, anymore than it can be an object of science."'' 

The method of thematizing existence, therefore, must be 

descriptive or analogical rather than definitive and 

systematic.

With these points in mind, it is not surprising to 

discover that Kierkegaard had no ontology. Due to his 

bias against Hegel, he was opposed to all that was system

atic or definitive. In addition, he either did not possess 

or did not comprehend the method of analogy. Therefore, 

his presentation of the meaning of existence was notional 

and descriptive.

A final point, and one that is extremely Important, 

concerns the fact that "existential thinking" finds its 

ground and validity in man, the questioner. The expressions 

of the contemporary "philosophers of existence" place great 

emphasis upon the fact that the primary questions of man 

must Include investigations of what man is and where he 

stands. In this sense, the existential concern may be 

termed "man-centered."

This observation is of more than passing concern.

Prior to presenting Kierkegaard’s notion concerning the 

topic of existence, it must first be known to whom or 

what he applies the term. To know in general that
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that contemporary existential philosophy is man-centered 

is of great help in answering the querey. For in the 

expressions of Kierkegaard, the term ’'existence" is applied 

exclusively to man as he is found in his finite, limited 

human condition.

The reasons for this exclusive application are many 

and complex; however, here only a few of the more basic 

and central will be presented. To be consistent and total 

in opposition to Hegel, who had completely identified God 

and the world in the ideal World Spirit, Kierkegaard was 

forced to posit an "abysmal difference between finite and 

infinite being, between the necessary and the contingent, 

between the Creator and his creation." However, Kierkegaard 

does not stop at simply limiting his notion of existence to 

the finite world. Rather, he identifies existence directly 

with the exercise of human freedom as it is engaged with 

time, anxiety, and becoming. In the Kierkegaardlan sense, 

then, "Han is not only central in existence: he is the. 

only truly existential being."? Existence "is the distinc-
Q

tive character of the human condition."

What, then, does existence mean? What are its 

characteristics? Generally speaking, to exist means to 

be created human, i.e., as a creature possessing a capacity 

for self-questioning end for truth. To be means to be 

created rational. In this sense, man is individual, for
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he stands-out from all other created reality by the fact 

of his rationality. However, this ability to consciously 

reflect does not express the full meaning of existence.

In order to appreciate the fuller meaning, the manifestation 

and characteristics of existence must be analyzed. Indeed, 

man’s existence, as treated by Kierkegaard, manifests 

Itself in a number of ways:

First of all, the existent 
individual is one who is in 
an infinite relationship with 
himself and has an Infinite 
interest in himself and In his 
destiny. Secondly, the existent 
individual always feels himself 
to be in Becoming, with a task 
before him...one becomes.
Thirdly, the existent individual 
is impassioned with a passionate 
thought; he is inspired; he is 
a kind of an Incarnation of the 
infinite in the finite.9

Such, basically, Is the meaning of existence in the thought

Of* KIeT’kea’gu?,Td However t-ha above < s ffATgl v r? £?enev5si

and not a thematic, enumeration of the characteristics of

existence. The task, therefore, is to thematize and then

analyze one by one the consequent characteristics of exist

ence. For the purpose of thematic order, these character

istics shall be designated as freedom, becoming, tension, 

and temporality and historicity.

To exist means to be free, and to be free means to be 

individual, to have some choice in the matter of one’s

oxvn personal existence. For Kierkegaard, freedom is not
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constituted, by a mere alignment to certain natural laws 

of a dialectic system, as in Hegel. It is not a sub

jugation of the individual. Rather, freedom, the will to 

choose, is the individual's affirmation of his individuality. 

This recognition of one's own -particularity is the primary 

prerequisite of freedom, the beginning choice upon which 

all others are founded. For, "To will to live as a 

particular human being (which everyone undoubtedly is) 

in the same sense as is open to every other human being,
Is the ethical victory over life and its illusions."'1'0 It 

is Kierkegaard's firm contention that if a man chooses to 

be free, he must first be himself in all his individuality. 

Man must first posit the primary stance of choice, the 

unconditional either/or, the terms being:

Either: the life of the
individual person, a microcosm 
as the image of God, capable 
of free, responsible action;
Or: the life of an impersonal
unfree member of a collective, 
without the possibility of in
dependent knowledge and respon
sible action, a life in the 
service of unknown forces.H

With regard to the initial elther/or there is both an 

optimism and a warning present in Kierkegaard's presentation. 

The optimism results from the fact that he considers 

individual choice to be In the essential power of every 

human. However, he warns that this path of choice, the 

only one that leads to authentic human existence, is not
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always taken. Men somehow find it easier to identify 

themselves with other selves or even to the age, the times, 

the historical conditioning. In so doing, the tragic con

sequence is that men become mere parts in a whole, a cog 

in the machine of absolute history, subject in every instance 

to the laws of the dialectic as expressed in the decisions 

and opinions of men en masse.

On the other hand, if a man is prepared to choose to

become an individual, then he is in a position to pilot 

"the most tremendous thing which has been granted to man: 

the choice, freedom.

The freedom of which Kierkegaard speaks, however, is

not absolute, i.e., unconditional. Indeed, as there is

only one way to attain it or initiate it, so also is there

only one way to preserve it. The moment that freedom is

acknowledged it must be given to C-od, and one's entire

existence must be given with it. For Kierkegaard,

...if you desire to save it and 
preserve it there is only one way: 
in the same second unconditionally 
and in complete resignation to give 
it back to God, and yourself with 
it. If the sight of what is granted 
to you tempts you, and if you give 

.way to the temptation and look with 
egotistic desire upon the freedom 
of choice, then you lose your free
dom. And your punishment is: to 
go on in a kind of confusion priding 
yourself on having freedom of choice, 
but woe upon you, that is your 
judgment; you still have freedom
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of choice, you say, and still 
you have not chosen God. Then 
you will grow ill, freedom of 
choice will become your idee 
fixe, till at last you will be 
like the rich man who imagines 
that he is poor, and will die 
of want.13

The second characteristic of freedom, then, is based on 

the recognition of individuality proceeding to an awareness 

that self must stand before God and be subject to Him in 

His commands. The highest peak of freedom is achieved when 

the will and desire of the individual is aligned with that 

of God. This task is not easily accomplished, for there 

are many dangers that are difficult to avoid.

The first of these difficulties is the temptation to 

consider freedom as an objective datum, a thing that either 

is had or not had. This is to lose sight of the entire 

meaning of freedom, for the important thing for a man is 

to choose, to act, and not to question whether or not he 

has the ability to choose. Freedom is not to be questioned, 

it is to be acted, to be engaged. The reason for this is 

that to exist means to be free, and since existence is an 

act, so also is freedom. Therefore, freedom cannot be 

reduced to a something, a concept, a mere possible. As an 

act that must be performed, it is real, as real as existence

itself.

Another difficulty with freedom is that it involves 

an element of risk which results from the union of choice



and necessity. In order that the insecurity of risk

be overcome, there must be compulsion, a recognition

that In the matter of choosing there is no choice. In

the words of Kierkegaard.,

...however astonishing it may 
seem, one is obliged...to say 
that only "fear and trembling," 
only constraint, can help a 
man to freedom. Because "fear 
and trembling" and compulsion 
can master him in such a way 
that there Is no longer any 
question of choice - and then 
one chooses the right thing.

Here, liberty and necessity are bound together in an 

Inseparable union in such a way that freedom to choose 

culminates ultimately in the necessity of the choice. The 

ability to choose, then, imposes the choice of the one 

thing necessary, which for Kierkegaard is the God of 

Christianity.
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however, in order that it may not be compared to determinist 

theory, which uses the same notion in a different context. 

Freedom of choice in Kierkegaard’s sense does imply the 

necessity of exercising the act of choice; however, it does 

not imply a determinist interpretation of freedom. For 

Kierkegaard, freedom of choice is that power in man that 

enables him to become the person that he can be. Emphasis 

in this interpretation of the nature of freedom is placed
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on the act. In the determinist interpretation, emphasis 

Is placed on the content of the coice, the "what” that 

Is chosen. For the determinist, the choices one makes 

are not really choices at all, for the results they produce 

are necessary, l.e., they would occur regardless. Kierkegaard, 

defying determinist notions, expressed by Hegel, asserts 

flatly that man does in fact have the power "to excape 

the mechanical laws of cosmic evolution"}'-’ and to take 

nommand of the structure and content of all that will

condition existential becoming.

Now, in order that man have this opportunity to become, 

freedom must be both a spontaneous and creative source of 

existential motion, 1.e.progress. If the notion of freedom 

rests primarily upon the fact of choice, then freedom is 

spontaneous, for it Is indeterminate.

Secondly, the content of the necessary act of choice 

may be said to be creative in that it transforms that which 

is actual. Freedom considered as a creative act enriches 

the content and meaning of man’s act of existence by adding 

to it new dimensions of actuality.

As has been said before, however, the act of freedom 

and its creative aspect are not unconditional. Previously 

the religious condition, the ultimate condition, God, was 

considered and seen to be a conditioning factor. Of course.
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there are more proximate conditions or limits upon man’s

act of freedom, which makes the act relative and not absolute

Freedom,

...will always be relative, relative 
to the entire cosmos, as to human 
society. Nature resists domination 
by man, other people appear primarily 
as an obstacle to the exercise of 
our liberty. It is, however, pre
cisely because he meets resistances 
and obstacles that man realizes his 
liberty, and it is by struggling 
against them that he continually 
raises it to a higher livel. Exis
tentially, in fact, man is always 
free relatively to something or 
someone.

A final point with regard to the meaning of freedom 

is responsibility. For Kierkegaard, there is no freedom 

without responsibility. Responsibility, in Kierkegaard’s 

use, implies, once again, a sense of necessity. Freedom, 

then, involves the necessity of choice, the responsibility 

to choose, if It is to be truly freedom. On this point, 

Kierkegaard is quite clear, and he rebukes anyone who would 

think that the power of freedom could be had without choice. 

A man ”by directing his mind towards ’freedom of choice’ 

instead of choosing...loses both freedom of choice and 

freedom.Freedom, then, like existence, is a task and 

so requires action to complete or even to initiate. The 

responsibility of freedom is the necessity of choice, and 

the two are related by being equally dependent on each 

other for their very meaning. In Kierkegaard’s words,
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Freedom really only exists because 
at the same instant It (freedom of 
choice) exists it rushes with 
infinite speed to bind itself uncon
ditionally by choosing resignation,
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in it there is no question of choice. 18

For Kierkegaard, then, to exist means to be free, to be 

free means to choose.

The second characteristic of existence may be termed

tension or anxiety. To exist, then, means to be aware of

being in a state of imbalance, tension. This condition

arises from a prior awareness of the meaning of simply

being human. As such, one is

...never a real unity or 
synthesis but rather a 
togetherness of opposites, 
a paradoxical and ambiguous 
junction of contrasting 
elements whose vital tension 
finds its expression in „
existential anguish (anxiety). y

In and by the power of reflective analysis, man knows at 

one and the same time the temporal and eternal, the finite 

and the infinite, Being and nothingness. Man is suspended, 

so to speak, in his existence. This suspension produces 

tension, and tension produces the restlessness by which 

man seeks to find the meaning of his being finite in some 

ways, yet infinite in others at one and the same time.

For Kierkegaard, man’s very being is dialectic, and 

therefore productive of tension and anxiety. This tension 

manifests itself In numerous ways; hovzever, the one that
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produced by the dialectic of choice. In his work,

■lther/Or, he considered the meaning of the tension of

eternal/temporal, finite/infinte, Being/non-being within

the context of the act of choice. To overcome tension, a

...in must choose to move Either this way. Or that. In his

journals, Kierkegaard records the meaning of tension In

his own life as It performs the function of initiating

progressive choice:

That is what I was called at 
the time. What a series of 
definitions of the interpre
tation of my Or I have already 
run through.’

I shoved marriage as Or, 
but it was not my life’s Or, I 
lie far further away from that 
Either. That Either means the 
enjoyment of life in its most 
unbridled sense. There lie 
all the intermediary stages: 
enjoyment but with an addition 
of ethics. But this is not 
my Or. Then comes: enjoyment 
with an ethical-religious addition; 
but it is still not my Or.

So there is only one Or 
left: suffering, self-denial,
religiously to become less than 
nothing in this world.

If I am a genuine dialect
ician, if my very being Is dia
lectic, then I should only find 
peace in the last Or, not in any 
intermediate Or; for it is only 
by coming to rest in the last 
Or that one has exhausted:- 
Either/Or.20

Considered as a number of events bound together in a



fragmented whole, existence is seen to be a continuous 

Either/Or, a state of tension requiring affirmative choice 

on each level where It might be found necessary. Man is 

continually existent in the dialectic of Either/Or and 

must overcome its tension in each moment of his existence.

That man’s existence Is tension Is now known. That 

this state of tension is produced by the fact that man Is 

a finite being with infinite potential and vision is also ' 

known. The question, "Whence does man arrive at this in

sight?", may now be posed. In other words, what is the basic 

source of the finite/infinite, Being/non-being dialectic?

For Kierkegaard, the source is experience. Constantly a 

man finds himself experiencing tension of some variety or 

another. Ultimately, but only ultimately, this tension is 

seen to be of the finite/infinite variety. Perhaps it would 

do well here to examine a number of the situations In which 

men begin to experience what may come to be the tension 

of existence.

For Kierkegaard, one of the primary situations in 

which a man experiences tension is found in the awareness 

of his dual role as a social and individual being. During 

Kierkegaard's lifetime the influence of collectivist theory 

as presented by Hegel, was great. In fact, the danger was 

so great that individuality and personality were being 

submerged and pulverized "in abstract. Ideal essences as
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in such pseudo-absolutes as ’the nation,’ ’the fatherland,’
21’the race,’ etc.” In reaction to this, Kierkegaard called 

for a passionate reassertion of the individual. Though 

social in operation, man is individual in form, substantial 

and unified in his being. A man’s experience of the awareness 

of tension is individual, practical, and highly personal.

The situation of man’s being-social is only a factor that 

instigates the feeling of tension. Yet, in the experience 

of being social a man may begin to realize that his interests 

must have a dual perspective, and that at times the two 

perspectives will conflict and produce tension. When this 

results, the individual must make a choice and direct his 

efforts accordingly.

Another common source of existential tension results

from the simple fact of man's being-in-t’ne-world. Oftentimes,

the world in which we are is seen to be hostile. "It

surrounds us. It weighs upon us, and imposes Inexorable 
22limits on our being.” The world, in this sense, is

entirely "indifferent to my aspirations, ...oftentimes 
23weighing heavily upon me and frustrating me." Now, the

fact of the matter is that the world is real and cannot

be escaped. The tension it produces and the anxiety which 

it might foster must be accepted as integral parts of being 

human. For,

To exist is to struggle 
and to act in the world
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of men. It Is not merely 
to think, but to seek for 
communication; not only to 
remain detached., but to 
become engaged; not to be 
a distant admirer by night, 
but an open follower by day.

To be is to be in tension. Tension, however, as a component

of existence must not be destructive, but productive. By 

means of the force of tension, man is compelled to choose.

And in this instance, Kierkegaard is optimistic, for to him 

man usually chooses what is both right and necessary. Although 

painful, the awareness of tension is actually a healthy 

sign, because it informs one of the fact that he is at least 

in contact with the real and actual. All that then remains 

is to choose, to face squarely that which is actual by 

directing one’s ambitions toward the existential project

that has been chosen.

A final source cf the tension that is part of existence 

arises from me simple fact mat the being of existence is 

never entirely given; man Is incomplete, never wholly actual.

As a consequence, man strives constantly and anxiously for 

perfection and completion. In a sense, this source of tension 

most perfectly reveals the finite/infinite, Being/non-being, 

dialectic.

Oftentimes, however, the recognition of not being 

complete contains an element of despair commonly referred 

to as "existential despair." This may seem to be merely
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ence. It Is not to he considered dangerous to authenticity, 

nor unphllosophical, as long as it is not allowed to lose 

the perspective of choice. Despair in this context is natural; 

however, it can he overcome by choosing to pursue successively 

higher levels of actuality and existence.

Far from being destructive, then, the awareness of 

tension and anxiety, seen as the passion from which existence 

derives its ability to achieve meaning, is actually quite 

constructive if properly employed as the directive for free 

choice. For a man to exist authentically, therefore, requires

both a source of tension and an awareness of the tension 

that is produced. For one to reflect upon himself "without 

taking passion into account...is to forget the main point, 

namely that one is oneself an existent being." J

The third characteristic of existence, one that has already 

been touched upon, is the awareness of the process of becoming. 

In this, man recognizes his contingency due to a realization 

of being a tendential rather than a complete being. This 

recognition is exclusively human because it, like the others, 

requires reflection, which only man as a rational being has.

As an example of man’s sense and need of becoming 

as essential to him Kierkegaard likes to quote Lessing’s 

paradox:

If God held enclosed In his 
right hand all truth, and In
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his left hand the single, 
ever vzatchful striving for 
truth (though with the 
implication that I am forever 
bound to err), and if He were
fn oelr mo +-n ohrinoo T c?ViiT 

humbly seize upon His left 
hand and say to Him: Give,
Father.’ Pure truth is for 
Thee alone:2u

All that now remains to be said is that, ’’What is true of 

the search for truth, is also true of moral, intellectual, 

and spiritual becoming.

As was seen in the context of Kierkegaard’s life history,

particularly his sense of vocation, he had a keen awareness

of the need for becoming. If he was to fulfill his life’s

task, to make people aware, then,

...the surest means, in his 
opinion, was unceasingly to 
recall the necessity of becoming 
and of being not only an indivi
dual (for it will readily be 
understood that man, unlike the 
animals, is not fulfilled within „-* _ __ _ __ \ V---- »«J-,- - TP-.ajs —JI J_ i »s Z.O
xilb bpCGlCO/, UW U VXXg AX1U.A V AUubtX ,

As one becomes aware of the necessity for becoming, he 

also becomes aware of the need of Individuality. Here there 

is great danger. When a man becomes aware of his becoming 

he does so as a particular existing human being in full 

possession of the faculties of self-realization and practical 

awareness. In brief, he realizes what he now Is and what 

he must become. He Is acutely aware of the task that 

existence presents him, and is willing to undergo much toil
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and suffering to accomplish that task. Once this point 

has teen reached by the individual it matters little what 

his image in the eyes of others might be. In the same 

respect, it matters not what he says or does, but more what

he is as an Individual. This realization and self-eval

uation, however, Kierkegaard points out, frightens many 

persons. The fear Is rooted in the misconception that:

...if they were to become 
particular existing human beings, 
they would vanish tracelessly, 
so that not even the daily press 
would be able to discover them.
...As particular human beings they 
fear that they will be dommed 
to a more isolated and forgotten 
existence than that of a man in 
the country.29

As in choice, so also in becoming there is an element

of risk. As an existential task, becoming is filled with

uncertainty, for though one realizes the task, he is not

certain that he will be able to accomplish it. Kierkegaard

is well aware of this and views the uncertainty as being

a double-edged sward, two-fold in nature.

The nothingness of the antecedent 
non-being Is one side of it, while 
the annihilation of the possible 
is another, the latter being at 
the same time the annihilation of 
every other possibility.30

In order to more fully demonstrate this notion of uncertainty, 

a characteristic of becoming, Kierkegaard uses the notion 

of belief, which he describes as a ’’sense of becoming. ” He
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says,

In the certainty of belief 
there Is always present a 
negated uncertainty, in every 
way corresponding to the 
uncertainty of becoming.
Faith believes what it does 
not see; it does not believe 
that the star is there, for 
that it sees, but it believes 
that the star has come into 
being.31

With this basic notion of becoming and what It 

involves, it Is possible to present a descriptive analysis 

of the factors inherent In becoming as presented by 

Kierkegaard.

In any analysis of existence.

The first truth which the 
philosopher discovers is that 
existential being is not, but 
rather is-to-be. It follows 
that if perfection of being 
is found in its permanence 
and immutability, that of 
existence consists in the 
Intensity of its becoming.

Within such a context, becoming is evolutional in character,

linear in execution, and goal-minded in its movement. This

final point is worthy of some consideration, for true

becoming must never be conceived of as merely a determined

progression unfolding blindly in a series of historical

events. On the contrary, It is creatively planned by the

existent Individual. For,

As soon as the individual 
sees himself as existent,
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he formulates his fundamental 
project to direct his aspira
tions and his future. As well 
as the fundamental project, each 
existent sets himself particular 
projects which are more or less 
direct means of the realization 
of the fundamental project.33

In the context of viewing becoming as an evolutionary

process (though not in the physical sense) a concept of

motion offers a helpful comparison. In motion something

Is found to be at some stage or interval between two terms,

one the beginning, the other the end. So also It is with

becoming. In becoming there Is no rest, but onlj; process.

There is no moment, ’’which could constitute a stopping-

point, just as there Is no past which can be considered as 
34something done with and classifiable.”-^ In the existential 

motion of becoming, one views the present as a constant 

effort toward the future and a constant dialogue with the

past.

In and through the sense of becoming, one realizes 

his state as suspended between Being and nothingness, finite 

and infinite, necessary and contingent, possible and actual. 

This state is seen to be one of a tension that is productive 

of the choice that will enable him to proceed along a course 

that will end in completion. Existence, in the sense that 

it is becoming, Is, once again, a task, something that 

is accomplished by the very act that is existence.

I
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In becoming, therefore, one achieves a new mode of 

being in existence, a new perspective, a new way of acting 

and thinking ethically. The mode achieved depends on the 

specific nature of the individual’s existential proje-t, 

how an individual envisions the goal of his task of existence. 

Here It is Interesting to note the relationship of the 

notions of existence as an act and change, which is actual 

in becoming, as a transition in being from potency to act.

In this sense, becoming and existence may be equated, ss 

like is to like.

A further refinement of the above, which relates

becoming to the creative act of freedom, is presented by

W. H. Auden in a commentary on Kierkegaard. He writes,

The change involved in becoming 
is an actual change; the trans
ition takes place with freedom.
Becoming is never necessary. It 
was not necessary before it came 
into being, for then it could
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it came into being, for then it 
has not come into being. All 
becoming takes place with freedom, 
not by necessity. Nothing that 
comes Into being does so by virtue 
of a logical ground, but only through 
the operation of a cause. The 
Illusion provoked by the intervening 
causes is that the becoming Is made 
to seem necessary; their truth is, 
that as they have themselves come 
into being, they ultimately refer 
back to a free cause. Even the 
possibility of deducing consequences 
from a law of nature does not indicate 
that any becoming is necessary, which
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reflect definitely upon becoming 
as such. The same Is the case 
with expressions of freedom, 
provided we refuse to permit our
selves to be deceived by the 
expressions, but reflect <upon 
the becoming.35

The becoming of becoming, then, may be said to be purely 

possible In nature In that it requires a free act to bring 

it into the actual order. In this way, the act of becoming 

is in every way opposed to any notion of necessity, leaving 

the way open for a consideration of true freedom as a creative 

expression of human existence.

The fourth, and final, characteristic of existence 

that shall be considered concerns the awareness of temporality 

and historicity as essential factors present in any authen

tically existing human.

The most basic meaning of temporality rests upon two
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must distinguish between what may be referred to as "subjective 

time" and "objective time." Generally speaking, "...the 

pulse of ’subjective time' is faster or slower than that of 

’objective time* because this pulse depends in the case of 

the former on the personal experiential content with which 

time is filled."Objective time" tells me that the earth 

rotates upon its axis once in every twenty-four hours, that 

there are seven days in a week, that the proctor meeting 

which I attended last night lasted two hours. Objective
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time is regulative in its nature, and exact in its measure.

On the other hand, "subjective time" is variable, and depends 

for its very being on my experience of events which occur 

in time. Subjectively, yesterday passed by quickly because 

the hours, so to speak,.were filled with gaiety and laughter; 

however, today I experience boredom, and as a consequence the 

hours of this day seem interminable, it seems that the day 

will never end. Speaking from the existential context of 

Kierkegaard, temporality concerns the subjective awareness 

of the objective reality of time.

The second distinction necessary for a basic under

standing of temporality concerns the parts of which time 

subjectively considered is composed: the past, present, 

and future. In terms of the present,

Man plans, hopes, fears, and 
anticipates, and thus in every
thing he embarks upon in the 
present there is implicit an 
element of the future. But 
man also remembers and at every 
stage of life’s road finds him
self confronted with set factual 
circumstances and with historically 
conditioned structures and events, 
and thus in every present there 
is implicit an element of the past.
To the deeper view the present 
moment reveals a rich temporal 
structure of several dimensions. '

In the existential view of Kierkegaard, the future is

not to be considered a series of undetermined events that

are to merely "happen". On the contrary, the future is
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contained, in present, as act to potency, in the possibility 

of all that the person wills to become. In this sense, the 

future is seen to be a formative principle contained in the 

awareness of the present. The past is not considered to be 

something done that ’’has occurred” previously and is no 

longer of concern. Rather, it is the context and base from 

which one is able to approach the future. The past is the 

integral sum of decisions, experiences, knowledge, etc. that 

constitutes my state here and now in the present. The 

present, in this context, then, is the bond which ties 

together the polar extremes of past and future. ’’Future, 

past, and present are thus for the ’inward temporality’ 

of the human mind three dimensions or directions into which

the human sense of time extends and which in their together- 
ness constitute the present moment."3®

The basic meaning of historicity is best understood 

when contrasted with the notion of his boxy . Generally 

speaking, history is the science of recording the past 

events of man as he lived in and through the events of 

time. Historicity ”is the ’subjective' structural form 

in which man experiences historical events."39 The task 

of historicity which presents itself to the existent 

individual consists in facing, appropriating, and assimil

ating the heritage or milieu in which one finds oneself. "In 

other words, the impersonal *lt’ of "objective" history must
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become a personal ’mine’ in the appropriation of its ,
M-0contents." Historicity, then, is a way of being existent, 

rather than a method of recording that which is or already 

has been existent. The basic point that may be made here 

rests on the distinction between subjective and objective 

as they may be applied to the process of time. History 

is the objective presentation of temporal facts as seen in 

their causal and chronological relationships and inter

pretations. Historicity is the subjective process of 

temporal awareness which uses history as its subject matter.

A further distinction may be made on the basis of 

the obersvation that history implies progress while histor

icity involves repetition. Kierkegaard is quite clear 

on this point. He says, "No generation can begin at a 

point differing from that of the preceeding one; none can 

start otherwise than from the beginning; and none progresses 

beyond the preceeding one,"111 Furthermore,

...no generation can learn from 
the one that preceeded it. In 
this respect (historicity) every 
generation is "primitive" - its 
tasks differ in no way from those 
of every preceeding generation, 
nor does it progress beyond any 
of them. Thus, for example, no 
generation has learned from the 
preceeding one how to love - none 
can start from any point except 
from the beginning.^2

In the terms of existence and historicity, each person
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in each generation is faced, with the same essential

questions of freedom, choice, and decision. Only the

context, the history of the era as found in objective

time and place, are different. In general, then, the

questions men must face are always the same; and the facing

of the questions, the discovery of the meaning of them,

transcends the fluctuation of the historical context and

lifts the authentically existing individual to the realm

of ’’ultimate and absolute value” found in the appropriation 
kq

process of the inner self. J

With this basic understanding of temporality and

historicity in mind, we are in a position to ask what 

the meaning of the awareness of each is for the existent

individual.

In the first place, the very awareness of our own

temporality and historicity requires a special type of

insight that is generally characterized by its individual

and inward nature. More precisely,

.To be engaged in time is to 
be in the present moment, and 
the present being is nothing 
else than existence. This is 
why all objective knowledge, 
which is eternal in its own 
right, cannot possibly be 
brought into relationship 
with actual existence. This 
is so true that we cannot 
even Imagine to what kind 
of being that eternal knov<- 
ledge, which is for us a mere
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possible, could belong as actual.
All objective knowledge is spon
taneously relegated into the 
past, as is done in history, or 
projected into the future, as is 
done in the previsions of science:

. or else it is supposed to float in 
that atemporal kingdom of abstractions 
in which the speculations of meta
physics move so easily and so freely.
The only place in which no one ever 
dreams of locating it is in the 
present, precisely because time 
coincides with actual existence.

As has been seen many times previously, existence in all its

aspects (here the aspects of temporality and historicity)

must never be considered as a what, a datum, but always as

an act'. In this case, objective knowledge of the what

of history, of science, or of metaphysics cannot be a

substitute for the Inward appropriation of the present and

actual existence of the individual. But, what does this

mean?

In the appropriation of the present, says Kierkegaard, 

man becomes aware of the dual presence of the temporal and 

the eternal within himself. ’’Such a moment,” he writes, 

’’though short and temporal...is yet decisive because it is 

filled with eternity.”24’-’ In the present and actual moment, 

man realizes at one and the same instant the presense of 

the "negative, the contingent, and the finite that opens 

the individual's eyes to the reality of the positive, the 

necessary, the infinite." In this consideration, and at

this moment, no amount of objective and factual information
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existence*

Is of any consequence. At this point, "Time is not an

external objective means, but the very tissue of the 
h.7

interior self," ' For though man finds himself in time 

and history, the awareness of these realities as being 

temporality and historicity open him to the actualities 

of the possibilities of his own eternity. The meaning 

of time and history in their ultimate sense is that they 

provide the medium by which the eternal is glimpsed.

Man’s being in motion and, therefore, in time and

tense only in the present, is quite important in the

thought of Kierkegaard. To actually exist for Kierkegaard

is to be involved in life’s motion forwards. He writes,

It is perfectly true, as 
philosophers say, that life 
must be understood backwards.
But they forget the other 
proposition, that It must be 
lived forwards. And if one 
thinks over that proposition 
it becomes more and more 
evident that life can never 
be really understood in time 
simply because at no partic
ular© moment can I find the 
necessary resting place from 
which to understand it- 
backwards.

This introduces an element of the dramatic into the concept 

of the temporal and the historical. For Kierkegaard, 

existence is treated in historicity as that which is open

ended, ongoing. Consequently, "there can be no system of 

,A9 no focal point for synthesizing and interlocking
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the innumerable factors that go to making the act of 

existence. Existence is dynamic and moving, and it is our 

task as temporal beings to live existence rather than to 

attempt to understand it in a systematic and philosophical 

way. The dramatic quality of existence, then, in terms of

temporality and historicity is that existence is acted out,

performed, with a sense of time and finltitude and within

a historical heritage and context. Further clarification

of this point of view expressing the nature of the dramatic

in a historical existence was expressed quite lucidly by

William Shakespeare in Macbeth’s famous soliloquy:

To-morrow, and to-morrow, and 
tomorrow,
Creeps in this petty pace from 
day to day,
To the last syllable of recorded 
time;
And all our yesterdays have lighted 
fools
The way to dusty death. Out, out, 
brief candle.’
Lite's DUt a v/alking shadow; a poor 
player,
That struts and frets his hour upon 
the stage,
And then is heard no more: it is 
a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound and 
fury.
Signifying nothing. (V, v, 21-30.)

In a sense, then, to exist means to be dramatically aware 

of and involved in the realities of time and history in 

such a way that we are able to assimilate and appropriate 

these and so obtain to a recognition of the existential

awareness of temporality and historicity.
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At this point, this consideration of the meaning of 

existence in the thought of Soren Kierkegaard is complete.

To a certain extent, the previous consideration has been 

simplistic in that existence has been considered in terms 

of the categories of freedom, becoming, tension and time 

and history. For this reason, two points of clarification 

must be kept in mind while judging in the context of the 

final analysis. Both points rest upon the conviction 

that existence is not a datum, but an act. In the first 

place, the preceeding analysis has been descriptive, not 

definitive, in nature. It has been an attempt at clarification, 

an Introduction or preface, if you will, to the context 

within which the existential thinker, Soren Kierkegaard, 

regards the act of existence. For this reason, and secondly, 

the catagories of freedom, becoming, tension, and time 

and history are merely inposed for the sake of order and 

comprehensive understanding. In no way, and under no 

circumstance are these to be considered mutually exclusive 

entities. In the reality cf existence they are one and 

so interdependent in act upon one another. To be an 

individual human means to be free, to be in becoming, to 

be in tension, to be aware of temporality and historicity -

all at once and within one act of existence.
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Chapter III

The Means To Existence



As seen in the last chapter, existence is a strictly 

human venture for Kierkegaard. To be means to be aware of 

freedom, tension, becoming, and temporality and historicity. 

The meaning of existence, the descriptive analysis, however, 

is only one-half the story, and for Kierkegaard much less 

than that. His most passionate concern was not the what 

of existence, but the how. Throughout his life and in his 

work as an author he was constantly searching for the means 

by which he might become an authentic individual. The 

central question was: “How do I become an authentically 

existing human - what must I be; what must I do?"

This chapter will present in outline form the means 

to authentic existence according to Kierkegaard. A number 

of topics will be briefly considered. First, a distinction 

between subjective and objective knowledge must be made 

so that the type of truth that Kierkegaard felt essential 

to authentic existence might be discovered, hi ext, tne 

relationship between and the content of both truth and 

subjectivity will be considered. Finally, in order to 

demonstrate the meaning of subjectivity, a number of topics 

of personal concern such as honesty, passion, paradox, and 

death will be considered.

The first consideration deals with the type of knowledge 

or truth that is for Kierkegaard necessary for attaining 

authentic existence. In this, Kierkegaard’s presentation
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is founded upon his distinction between objective and 

subjective knowledge.

Generally speaking, objective knowledge may be

described as that which

...once acquired, does not require 
any special effort of appropriation 
on the part of the knowing subject.
...It is "specular;" it simply mirrors 
the objects (which it considers).
...Even though its acquisition may 
have cost an Infinite amount of toil, 
the problem of its appropriation 
does not even arise: the knowledge 
of objective truth is one with its 
possession, or, in other words, to 
achieve such knowledge is to achieve 
its appropriation.^

With respect to method, objective knowledge is characteristic 

of such disciplines as logic, the natural sciences, and 

mathematics. It is perfectly valid when attained, for 

it yields respectable knowledge concerning the essential 

nature of its objects.

Despite its validity, objective knowledge does have 

some serious limitations. Basically, it labors under the 

difficulty of not attaining actual existence, for it cannot 

consider either the knowing subject or his relationship 

to that which is known. On this point, Kierkegaard contends 

correctly that:

The way of objective reflection 
makes the subject accidental, and 
thereby transforms existence into 
something indifferent, something 
vanishing. Away from the subject 
the objective way of reflecting
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leads to the objective truth, 
and while the subject and his 
subjectivity become indifferent, 
the truth also becomes indif
ferent, and this indifference 
is precisely its objective 
validity; for all interest, like 
all decisiveness, is rooted in 
subjectivity. The way of objec
tive reflection leads to abstract- 
thought, to mathematics, to his
torical knowledge of different 
kinds; and always it leads away 
from the subject, whose existence 
or non-existence, and from the 
objective point of view quite 
rightly, becomes infinitely 
indifferent.2

Objective knowledge, then, is basically knowledge based 

upon the essence of its objects, which may be either things 

or ideas. It is characterized by its abstract nature, its 

demand for order, and its tendency to synthesize, categorize 

systematize the data which it examines.

On the other hand is subjective knowledge. Unlike 

objective knowledge, it is able to attain a degree of 

existential truth, for it considers exclusively the relation 

ship of the ’mower to the known. This concern for the 

relationship is termed by Kierkegaard ’’the appropriation 

process.” Only by appropriation is subjective knowledge 

gained. For,

When the question of truth is 
raised subjectively, reflection 
is directed subjectively to the 
nature of the individual’s 
relationship; if only the mode 
of this relationship is in the
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truth, the individual is in 
the truth even if he should 
happen to be thus related 
to what is not true.3

An example of subjective knowledge, one that is appropriate 

when speaking in terms of Kierkegaard, is the God-man 

relationship. Objectively speaking, there are a number of 

distinguishing characteristics of the God-man relationship.

Of course, this is simply the what, not the how of the 

relationship. For Kierkegaard, furthermore, the objective 

question of whether or not God is that to which a man is 

related is not the central one. Rather, if one were related 

to, say, the sun as man ought to be related to God, then 

the individual related is subjectively "in the truth.” In 

subjective knowledge, then, the nature of the relationship 

of known to knower is the basis of truth. Objective knowledge, 

on the other hand, finds its truth only in the essence or 

vb®■‘■n5e of th° kno';Tn

The question of preference may now be posed. "Does 

Kierkegaard consider subjective knowledge or objective 

knowledge most essential to authentic existence?" The 

answer to this question is best seen by briefly examining 

both objective and subjective knowledge, as Kierkegaard 

experienced them both in his task of existence.

As has been seen at some length, Kierkegaard reacted 

bitterly to the abstract objective knowledge of Hegel’s 

idealist synthesis. In a telling descriptive analysis
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Kierkegaard, likens the objective philosophy of his time to

...the rich man who on a dark but 
starry night goes out in his 
comfortable carriage with its 
brilliant headlights and carries 
his own light and darkness with 
him. He enjoys his security and 
the light which’ is cast upon his 
immediate surroundings, but he 
does not understand that this 
strong glare dazzles him from 
seeing the stars which the poor 
peasant, on foot or in his lampless 
cart, can observe to perfection 
in the vastness of the sky.

Here the crucial blow dealt the objective philosophic method 

of the idealists concerns the dichotomy between the actual 

and the possible, thought and being, essence and the 

dynamic act of existence. The rich man is dazzled by the 

’’system” he carries with him. As a consequence, he is 

blinded by what he has created, and cannot attain the vision 

of things as they actually are. He has doomed himself to 

ride in the world of the possible, the realm of abstract 

thought, the essential world of the necessary and Immutable. 

And for Kierkegaard, the danger that awaits the man who 

would live in such abstraction is that "...in the degree 

that one thinks abstractly one abstracts from one's own 

existence."'’ Now, because "the only reality to which an 

existing individual may have a relation that is more than 

cognitive is his own reality, the fact that he exists; 

it would seem that the supreme interest ought to be that 

which is centered around the individual's own existence.
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This is precisely the ethical demand, ignored by the

idealists, of which Kierkegaard so often speaks: one

ought to become infinitely interested in existing. Since

objective knowledge, which is abstract and specular, does

not attain any insight into the fundamental task of existence,

its validity in the case of the individual's primary need

is dubious. Therefore, the only concern which may be

considered valid in the case of the individual is the

ethical concern which, though often unclear, is quite

certain since it deals directly with that which is most

verifiable, actual personal existence. For purposes of

clarification, it must be noted that the ethical concern

is not to be Identified with the science of ethics. Rather,

for Kierkegaard, it is an ontological process, "that plunges 
7

us into the roots of being itself." In confronting the

ethical, which Involves choice, one confronts "existence

as against non-existence.Seen in this context, existential

awareness, with its concern for ethical reality, "...is

the vital thought-process by which the concrete human

individual appropriates the Truth which constitutes the 
9

possibility of man’s self-realization." The concern for 

the ethical transforms the abstract into the concrete, the 

thought into the existent, by means of the realization 

acquired by actually living all that one believes, teaches, 

and preaches.
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The question that must be posed, at this point, then, 

is "How does one attain the ethical, and so authentic 

existence?" For Kierkegaard, the answer was to be found 

in subjectivity, for "all truth lies in subjectivity."

Quite obviously, two terras are vitally important: truth 

and subjectivity.

Basically, truth is the end, subjectivity the means.

Now, Kierkegaard defines truth as an "objective certitude, 

held fast in the appropriation of the most passionate 

inwardness."^0 In this context, "knowledge is for him not 

mere passive receptivity but simultaneously a creative 

productivity, in which the ’how* of the knower is of decisive 

Importance.

Using the above definitions as a basis, much may be

learned with regard to the nature of subjective truth. In

the first place, primary analysis seems to indicate that

the use of the term "objective" In the definition of truth

is a direct contradiction of the very implication of what

follows, namely, a description of subjectivity. However,

the context and meaning of the statement must be understood

in order that Kierkegaard is not dismissed as a mere

illogical subjectivist. He writes,

The most objective truth which 
is necessarily and universally true 
for everyone and for the whole of 
creation, the truth that God exists, 
is given to you - to you in the most
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emphatic sense of the word - 
most safely hidden by the most 
subjective truth which in all 
the immensity of the creation 
is only valid for you, which 
you can communicate to no one 
except to God alone, and which 
remains for all eternity a 
secret between you and God and 
which you can only communicate 
to God because it was he who 
first communicated it to you in 
your conscience. Truth lies in 
subjectivity.12

In what is admittedly a paradoxical situation, the objective

truth is revealed in a subjective manner. Also, the nature 

of the truth revealed is important; for Kierkegaard considered 

the most basic expression of the truth to be found in going 

straight through to the individual before God. And the truth 

found in such a relationship as this does not strive to know 

objectively its object; for ”in subjective knowledge the 

relationship itself is the truth, which means that the subject
a A . - J> a J.’ »sl3
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for Kierkegaard is ethico-religious, the truth must be one 

with existence and existence with truth. This can be seen 

in that "only ethical and ethics-religious knowledge is 

real knowledge, because such knowledge is the only one which 

is essentially related to the fact that the knowing subject

exists." i

With these considerations in mind, a number of the 

factors which constitute a development cf the process of
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becoming subjectively inward., authentically existent human

beings may be considered. In the first place there is a need

for directness and honesty in the process of appropriating

the objective certitude, the personal revelation of the

Being of God. In The Concept of Dread Kierkegaard drives

home this point forcefully:

Truth has always had many loud 
preachers, but the question is 
whether a man is willing in the 
deepest sense to recognize truth, 
to let it permeate his whole 
being, to assume all the consequences 
of it, and not to keep in case of 
need a hiding place for himself,

* and a Judas-kiss as a consequence.

Now, in Inwardness that is honest, and this is the first 

prerequisite of inwardness, men are called to recognize 

the painful fact of individuality. And the objective age 

contemporary to Kierkegaard was not conducive to such a 

recognition. In fact, it has always been difficult for 

men to face themselves and know themselves. Eissentially, 

then, the first step toward becoming subjective is perhaps 

the most difficult; for it requires a purification on the 

part or the subject, a basic realization that to exist 

means to stand alone and stand apart, to affirm one’s very 

nature as substantial, one, and whole.

The second characteristic of inwardness concerns the 

meaning of the inward production of paradox and passion.

As seen in the previous chapter, one of the marks of existence
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is tension, and tension is produced by paradox. In the 

terms of subjectivity, ’’The existent being knows at once 

both disquietude and peace, infinite terror and infinite 

confidence.In being subjective and standing as one 

before God, the individual thinker "participates in some

thing transcending himself" ? which cannot be understood 

because it cannot be objectified without being destroyed.

In its ultimate sense, then, the supreme paradox of all

thought, for paradox is a result of thought, "is the
' 18 attempt to discover something that thought cannot think."

The duty of the subjective thinker, then, is to attempt 

to go beyond paradox, to go beyond thought; for:

...the object with which the 
(individual) believer finds

- himself confronted, and of which 
Kierkegaard has asserted so 
insistently that from the stand
point of reason it is paradox and 
absurdity, this object Is not a 
concept as the idealists think, 
nor a thing, as the pantheists 
and materialists believe; but a 
Person and a Subject, Someone, a 
Thee, facing me.±9

It remains for the subjective person now to direct his self 

to "that which faces him. But hoxv? Kierkegaard’s answer 

Is by means of passion, which is the motivating force in 

the development of the Inward relationship to the Tru+--h.

In the "Introductory Considerations" it was learned that 

Kierkegaard had reacted to the tendency of idealist positions 

to dissolve "the ego in the timelessness of objective and
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20abstract thought" on the grounds that this tended to 

make the validity of one's personal being dependent upon 

his ability to know the truth objectively. In stressing 

the primacy of existence, Kierkegaard makes the claim that,

"It is in no way sufficient to, know the truth, what matters
O"J

above all is to be in the truth," Nov;, what must be

realized here is that all these factors are in operation 

when Kierkegaard speaks of the development of inwardness as 

a movement from the paradox of thought to the direct relation

ship of belief by means of passion. Passion is wholly on 

the part of the subject because it is produced by the paradox 

of the confrontation of thought and existence, which happens 

only in deep interiority and subjectivity.

Passion moves the existent individual into a closer

relationship to the truth, which ultimately constitutes

authenticity. Here the creative aspect of the appropriation

process Is seen in tnat, "There is no truth for the individual 
22except in so far as he creates it himself in his actions."

The term action here means inward action. Passionate

reflection, then, acts like the spring-board from which one may 

leap into the action of authentic existence. In this way, 

the full Impact of the meaning of the principle that "under

standing truth must lead to acting it" comes into view.

The action of authentic existence, however, is not to be 

considered permanent and unwavering. Kierkegaard affirms
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that the task of existence must be to arrive at a decision

and renew it. The emphasis here is upon the aspect of 

renewal. For we are temporal beings and, as such, live 

in a history that is eventful, and so disruptive. In order 

to appreciate more fully this notion of the need for 

renewal it is necessary to examine a few of the disruptive

situations that the Individual encounters In his existence.

The first of these Is the ultimate reality of death.

In the task of becoming subjective, Kierkegaard sees death 

as an uncertainty that penetrates subjectivity dialectically. 

This dialectic aspect of death is that once one becomes aware 

of its certainty as an event, one also becomes aware of the 

uncertainty of its time and place. For Kierkegaard, death 

must therefore be considered in connection with every phase

and instant of life.

In a sense, the dialectical aspect of the awareness of

death threatens our existential task by causing a fear of

actually being-no-more. On the other hand, however, the

awareness of death presents an opportunity for greater

subjectivity, for it Introduces ’’the final challenge and 
23supreme test of existence" which forces a man to overcome 

his everydayness by questioning the meaningfulness and 

content of his existence. In this way, one Is driven to 

arrive at an appropriation by creatively directing his 

actions toward a resolution that is Ultimate, yet filled
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with uncertainty and dread. In short, "Death (seen) as 

the final existential link with the dimension of futurity
pitconclusively Implements the individual’s past and present."-

When Kierkegaard asks, "Suppose death were so treacherous

as to come tomorrow?",2^ he Is expressing the realization

that his being Is in becoming and time and so Is unready

or unfinished. Consequent upon this realization is the

further question, "Am I (today) beginning upon something 
26that is worth beginning?" The uncertainty present In 

this question produces tension, which is later overcome by 

free acts that direct and determine the task of becoming 

more deeply subjective. The awareness of the end and the 

consequent uncertainty which it produces questions the very 

meaning of the existence of the Individual in such a way 

that it drives his passion to attain subjectivity with a 

greater force of resolution and exigency. The uncertainty 

of death is overcome, then, by the dialectical and simul

taneous presence of feai' and confidence, In viewing death, 

confidence enhances fear, and fear, confidence. The passion 

of the dialectic, being constant from the time of the first 

awareness of death, drives one by a fear of unreadiness 

that is confident in achieving a deeper fulfillment of 

the task of becoming subjective.

Contained within the awareness of death, and helpful 

in explaining its significance, is the experience of
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nothingness, the confrontation of that which is with that

which is not, non-being. The passion of fear and the feeling

of confidence in this context are termed to be anquish.

For Kierkegaard, "Anguish and nothingness are conrelative." '

The experience of anguish, when seen in its positive sense,

is "that which arouses man from the false tranquility of

his everyday life and makes him free for the fulfillment of

his existential tasks.Anguish, then,

...is the positive privilege of 
man; it is "an expression of the 
perfectibility of human nature."
It destroys all artifical security 
and hands man over to that total 
abandonment in which "authentic 
existence" originates. "He who has 
truly experienced anguish," says 
Kierkegaard, "has learned to walk as 
in a dance..., while the apprentices 
of finiteness lose all reason and 
courage."29

As is true of the experience of death and nothingness, 

so also of suffering and guilt. All of these, and many 

other specifics could be included, "inject into human 

existence the elements of contradiction, insecurity, risk,

. and constant danger."^0 These realities are called "limit 

situations," the

...situations in which man faces 
the Insurmountable walls surround
ing his existence and becomes pro
foundly conscious of the many 
clefts and abysses which cannot be 
closed or bridged over by any 
exertion of human thinking. These 
"paradoxes" of life Impress upon
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man the actuality of his 
imperfection, his fragility, 
his homelessness. But by 
opening his eyes to his 
precarious human situation, 
they intensify his efforts 
toward, self-realization. 31

The individual, then, knows himself to be finite and con

tingent, and is open to the reality of death. He realizes 

that once in honesty and nakedness he has made a choice, and

that he must continue to reaffirm that choice. He knows

the uncertainty and risk of his choice and feels the dread 

of his responsibility. However, the situations of everyday 

life, the realizations of temporality and historicity, the 

need for creative becoming, the awareness of tension and 

anxiety, all of these do not crush the subjective man, 

forcing him to live in chaos and squalor. On the contrary, 

they are the means by which a man fulfills his existential 

task of becoming subjective, of meeting the truth in the 

honesty of the inward man, of transcending from the finite 

to the infinite in the passionate act of faith and affirmation
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